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Dear Editor,

Diphtheria is a preventable infection caused by Corynebacterium diphtheriae. This disease can cause severe respiratory tract problems in affected children. At present, this disease is still encountered in poor developing countries with poor sanitation backgrounds. In 2012, a major outbreak of diphtheria occurred in Indochina. The disease was also diagnosed in remote areas of Laos and Thailand [1 – 3]. Another diphtheria outbreak occurred in South Africa in 2015 [4]. Among the great considerations for each diphtheria outbreak are usually the availability, quality and the coverage of the vaccine. Hence, the data from epidemiology surveillance and records in each setting are useful for the assessment of diphtheria situation in each area. Here, we performed a reappraisal on seroepidemiology data from 2012 diphtheria outbreak in Laos and tried to predict the rate of children prone to diphtheria infection in that country.

We used a mathematical model study using the locally available data on the diphtheria outbreak in Laos. The protocol was the same as the one which had been used in a previous report by Joob and Wiwanitkit [5]. The available published data from a previous seroepidemiology study in Laos was used as the primary data [5]. Briefly, the mathematical model was based on the standard joint probability mathematic principle. To predict the rate of diphtheria infection among children in that area, the following formula was used: “1 – (diphtheria vaccine coverage rate × diphtheria vaccine efficacy rate)” and the final calculated prone rate was presented as a percentage. Based on the available data [3], the diphtheria vaccine coverage rate and diphtheria vaccine efficacy rate were equal to 59.8 % and 83.6 %, respectively. The final calculated rate for the children prone to diphtheria in that remote area of Laos was equal to 50.01 %.

Laos is a poor tropical country in Indochina (Southeast Asia) where several tropical infectious diseases such as diphtheria, are presently endemic. According to a recent report [3], it has been noted that both problems of diphtheria vaccine coverage and its effectiveness are important factors leading to the outbreak. In the present study, we performed a mathematical model prediction to measure the rate of diphtheria infection among children in a remote area of Laos. Our results indicated that more than half of the local pediatric population in that remote area (restricted to Houaphan Province) is prone to diphtheria infection. This is considered as a serious public health problem that should be managed. In conclusion, the high rate of diphtheria infection among children in remote areas of Laos implies an urgent need for public health implementation against diphtheria in this tropical setting.
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